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Abstract. Despite long standing attention from research communities, the tech-
nology of intelligent agents still harbours a large amount of unrealised potential. 
In this text, we argue that agent technology can benefit from a shift in focus 
from presentation to possible functionalities. In doing this, our focus is on the 
provision of pro-activity: The ability of agents not to merely react but to predic-
tively shape their environments. In order to illustrate our arguments, we present 
an instance of interactive technology, showing how pro-active intelligent agents 
can be employed in exhibition contexts. 

1 Introduction 

Scientific research regarding pedagogical agents has mainly been focused on analys-
ing different forms of their depiction, rather than possible features. For example, nu-
merous studies have analysed whether an agent should be designed as either male or 
female [13] or whether or not an agent should be displayed as realistic as possible, 
including facial animations [1]. In addition to this, Lusk et al. [18] tested if there was 
a positive effect on learning with an animated or a static agent and Baylor et al. [2] as 
well as Huang et al. [10] hypothesise a beneficial effect on learning as long as the 
agent is depicting one’s own peer-group and ethnicity. 

Regarding the features of an agent-system however, the focus is largely about es-
tablishing behavioural strategies. These focus on questions such as if agents are to be 
depicted as either polite or rude [25], whether the implementation of gestures and 
mimic behaviour changes the acquisition of learning material [6] or if social conver-
sations, not touching on the topic itself, help to create a positive learning environment 
[23]. What all these research projects have in common is the tendency to analyse pas-
sive features of an agent. But what appears to be missing from empirical discourse is 
research regarding active components of pedagogical agent designs such as active 
listening, observation of real-world surroundings and just-in-time information aggre-
gation. Those active components would allow for an agent to analyse the environment 
and to react pro-actively to changes in it [26] as well as acting on behalf of the user. 
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In order to demonstrate the role pro-active agents are able to play with respect to 
design of interactive technologies, we discuss a series of design prototypes developed. 
These have been implemented in various degrees of fidelity, ranging from paper-
prototypes to mid-fidelity digital artefacts. The devices conceived are targeted at the 
museum domain. Their goal is to strike up verbal interaction between previously un-
acquainted museum visitors. Embedded in the wider scope of a design ecology [7], 
the system comprises mobile components as well as a stationary wall mounted instal-
lation. The stationary setup is equipped with depth cameras used for monitoring of 
users. Museum visitors are provided with tablets which replace traditional printed 
museum documentation. On these tablets a personalised instance of an intelligent 
agent is presented. This agent acts in the capacity of a museum docent, providing both 
additional information as well as helpful incentives regarding the possibilities of the 
exhibition visited. 

 

Fig. 1. Exploration phase: Agents on mobile devices 

The system's main functionality is localised at the wall mounted installation. It 
serves in analogy to information plaques, displaying personalized multimedia content. 
Designed to accommodate two visitors at the same time, its screen setup realizes a 
split-screen configuration. When users approach the display, respective individual 
agents migrate from the tablet into the stationary screen space, taking up position at 
the left and right periphery of the screen. 
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main program, is located on a server which is administrating the informational data-
base and which is able to initiate crossovers between the interests of individual visi-
tors. In addition, the exhibits have explanatory screens which present additional in-
formation like the basic description, usage, relevance up to videos of seeing the object 
in context of, for example, everyday life or whatever purpose. 

Following the extensive examples of Lieberman and Selker [16] regarding an 
agent’s depiction and usage as a helpful tool inside a virtual environment, the primary 
directionality of the aspired social catalyst would be that of an ‘advisor’ instead of 
being an ‘assistant’. 

Although in later steps it might be necessary to not keep this explicit distinction, 
we employ it here for the sake of conceptual clarity. Once stepping into the museum 
the aforementioned tablets are handed out together with the admittance ticket. The 
tablet would ideally be a small one in the range of current 7” display sizes in order to 
be able to keep it in one hand or to easily store it in a pocket. 

The screen would be populated by applications like an in-door positioning system, 
providing for an accurate ‘you-are-here’-button at all times. Additionally, there would 
be different routes presented, available by pushing a button on the side of the screen.  

This would allow to find: 

• the nearest exit and other points of interest (coffee spots, sanitary installations, 
phone spots, souvenirs etc.) 

• an information officer, a real human ‘agent’ to talk to and help in case of any prob-
lems with the device or the exhibition 

• a personalised route through the exhibition, perhaps even planned ahead from 
home 

In addition to the device being able to plot routes, the system would be represented by 
an embodied agent being able to react and offer conversational topics regarding the 
museum and presented objects. A conversational database in the background would 
continually track the user’s interaction with the agent and compare it to other visitor’s 
inquiries. Due to this, the administrating program can check for similar requests to the 
database and proximity of visitors based on their location inside the museum. It could 
provide access to personal information about the visitors via their social network con-
nections.  

Based on those two cornerstones of information, the system would engage visitors 
in a conversation by pre-structuring conversations towards similar interests. Once two 
devices and their associated visitors converge to a distance which would allow for a 
regular volume speaking voice, the agents initiate their social catalyst routine. This 
would happen in three steps. 

1. The agents individually acknowledge each other and their respective individual or 
group to the person using the device. This happens by virtue of a visible turn of the 
agent towards the other one. 

2. A user then has the option to either confirm the upcoming interaction or deny it, re-
sulting in a courteous discontinuation of the initiated process. As soon as one party 
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The goal has to be the implementation of a pro-active conversational agent which 
is capable of gathering various forms of input. As mentioned before, numerical statis-
tics are able to elicit certain behaviour, like in the case of proximity to another agent 
system. Environmental information like shambles in the vicinity or auditory superim-
positions which would hinder a conversation, can be used to either get away from 
such incidents or avoid plotting through such areas beforehand. These behaviours 
would be in accordance with the postulations of Lieberman and Selker [17] as they 
urge to enable computer systems to be able to grasp the context of a situation. 

Other pro-active components are facial interpretations by camera systems, finger-
tip temperature through sensors on the surface of the tablet, gait information, body 
posture as well as gaze and eye tracking. These person centred information can be 
used to indicate a user’s current emotional, vigilance and inquisitiveness state. The 
cognition of emotional states via facial action recognition, as shown by Kapoor, Qi 
and Picard [11], provide a reliable prognosis of human reactions to certain events. 
While Breazeal [5] developed a humanoid robot’s emotional model which is able to 
register affective intents based on a user’s voice.  

Regarding the interaction between two users, the system should be able to ‘read’ 
users reactions to the initiation process. Even for humans this is not an easy task since 
nonverbal cues are often polysemantic. To adequately register the emotion, context is 
once more of relevance to the process. As stated by Olsson and Ochsner [21] the prior 
experiences with the persons become relevant which ideally have been tracked by the 
agent system along the way up to the point of becoming acquainted with the other 
visitor.  

Regarding the depiction of the agent, empirical research postulates an agent to be 
able to act socially intelligent. Meaning it knows about cultural peculiarities and pos-
sesses the ability to detect and act on them. It has to be perceived as being polite [15, 
22, 25] which also extends to the choice of clothing and grooming. The user should be 
offered a choice of agent representations since learning from a representative of one’s 
own peer group seems to be beneficial [12, 13, 20]. If the agent is equipped with a 
voice, then the choice of words and tone of the voice should be polite as well but also 
it must not be identifiable as a text-to-speech software. Although immense progress 
has been visible over the last decade, it still is not comparable to a human voice, 
which might even be more important than appearances [23, 24]. 

Facial animations of the agent seem to be an issue as well. Static agents still trans-
fer information but some studies [1, 4, 18] postulate a positive effect on motivation, 
retention and transference of learning material. Gestures and body postures of an 
agent however apparently do not have a positive effect. Once added to an already 
facially acting agent, the gestures either showed no [6] or even hindering effects [3].  

4 Experiential Structure 

Design efforts are guided by a three-partite construal [9] of the museum experience: 
Prior to their visit, users become aware of the museum and the possibilities con-

tained within it. During this phase, users utilise information offered in order to decide 
which institution to visit. 
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During their visit, users interact with installations, and with each other. After the 
visit, users possibly relive experiences made and reflect on knowledge gained. 

Following this structure, interactive artefacts as well are grouped into three interac-
tion ecologies [8]: 

• A web and app-based ecology, allowing for information about the museum to be 
gathered. 

• A spatially structured ecology within the museum, allowing for incentives to be 
generated in the context of interactive installations and mobile devices. 

• A web and app-based ecology, allowing for additional information on exhibits to 
be obtained and for furthering of social contacts made. 

Likewise, distinct content presentation strategies are adopted in order to address dif-
ferent requirements during the phases. I.e. consumption of time-based media poten-
tially creates problems within a museum setting, running the danger of distracting 
visitors from the experientially rich environment around them. 

However, watching videos or listening to historical recordings can be a useful ac-
tivity during a train ride antecedent to the actual visit. They refer to experiences al-
ready made while prolonging the possibility to exist within the historical space en-
countered. 

Agents provide an experiential tie between all three phases. They can be gently in-
troduced in the first phase, provide helpful incentives during the second and act as 
gentle reminders in the last one. 

5 Conclusion 

We have argued for a shift in focus from presentation to functionality within interac-
tive agent research. Numerous scenarios exist where proactively behaving agents 
could be beneficial. We detailed one such scenario within the domain of interactive 
installations in museums. 

The discussion points to a broader issue. Refocusing agent research onto the level 
of functionality forces us to reopen the design space. Many of the tacit assumptions 
present within existing discourse surrounding pedagogical agents have to be re-
examined. This will provide both for new possibilities while creating new challenges 
for the agent research community. 
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